Abstract—Security concerns for IoT applications have been alarming because of their widespread use in different enterprise systems. The potential threats to these applications are constantly emerging and changing, and therefore, sophisticated and dependable defense solutions are necessary against such threats. With the rapid development of IoT networks and evolving threat types, the traditional machine learning-based IDS must update to cope with the security requirements of the current sustainable IoT environment. In recent years, deep learning, and deep transfer learning have progressed and experienced great success in different fields and have emerged as a potential solution for dependable network intrusion detection. However, new and emerging challenges have arisen related to the accuracy, efficiency, scalability, and dependability of the traditional IDS in a heterogeneous IoT setup. This manuscript proposes a deep transfer learning-based dependable IDS model that outperforms several existing approaches. The unique contributions include effective attribute selection, which is best suited to identify normal and attack scenarios for a small amount of labeled data, designing a dependable deep transfer learning-based ResNet model, and evaluating considering real-world data. To this end, a comprehensive experimental performance evaluation has been conducted. Extensive analysis and performance evaluation show that the proposed model is robust, more efficient, and has demonstrated better performance, ensuring dependability.


I. INTRODUCTION

Security is an essential component of a dependable system. Since the inception of the Industry 4.0 revolution early last decade, the integration of intelligent Internet of Things (IoT) sensors has become inevitable to keep running the latest enterprise ecosystem smoothly. Thus, the popularity of IoT devices has greatly increased over the last couple of years because of their appealing connectivity, communication, and decision-making features [1]. Admittedly, the rise of cyber-attacks has increased in line with the massive online deployments of IoT devices [2]. However, the cyber-physical world is not always predictable [3]. Although the interactions within integrated cyber-physical systems are complex, there is no doubt that they must be “dependable” [4]. Future heterogeneous IoT applications must close the dependability gap in the face of various challenges and services, such as the ability to overcome data anomalies, avoid catastrophic failures, avoid data corruption, and prevent deliberate privacy intrusions, among others [4], [5]. As industrial heterogeneous IoT devices have proliferated (25.1 billion by 2025 forecast by the GSM Association). This, has had a direct impact on our socio-economic lives [6], [7]. So, security and privacy issues relating to industrial heterogeneous IoT devices need to be addressed by ensuring dependability with care and attention.

Generally, IoT-based applications consist of lightweight communication protocols with limited computational power and storage capacity [8], [9]. However, traditional security mechanisms require high computational capabilities [2]. As a result of their heterogeneous nature and characteristics, this mechanism cannot be directly deployed for IoT-based applications [2], [8]. As IoT applications operate inside the network, this mechanism seems to be insufficient because of their characteristics, which only identify external attacks [10]. Because of the overwhelming rise of IoT threats and vulnerabilities, they have already shown their inadequate strength to fight against targeted attacks and associated anomalies [11]. As a result, the potential threats to the IoT ecosystem are constantly emerging and changing, and the exact nature of these threats or attacks is complex to investigate.

Furthermore, traditional machine learning (TML) algorithms have advanced significantly, and some of their variants have been successfully applied to solve classification tasks related to intrusion detection [12], [13]. Also, the progression of deep learning (DL) and its great success in different fields has guided it as a potential solution for network intrusion detection [12]. However, most of proposed IDSs focus on detecting a limited number of cyber-attack types and device profiling and do not consider automatic attack type classification and dependability [14]. Most importantly, these models require a
large amount of training data, and the size of training datasets affects the accuracy of the model when the training data is insufficient, as highlighted by the authors in [15], [16]. As a result, the TML and DL models need sufficient training data, and it is difficult to train a dependable IDS model only depending on a small-scale of target domain data.

With the rapid development of IoT networks and the emergence of new threat types, deep transfer learning (DTL) models, which have effectively solved many nonlinear problems, can be used as a promising solution for building a dependable IDS for the IoT ecosystem [17]. Specifically, in the Industry 4.0 revolution, heterogeneous IoT applications require a high level of dependable security structure [18]. Therefore, there is a need for a dependable intrusion detection system to identify malicious activity within any heterogeneous IoT network. Dependability performance analysis includes availability, efficiency, and scalability features [4]. An IDS model’s availability is determined by how often it is available, and its efficiency is how well it performs with low computational complexity [4]. Also, scalability is the capability to adapt easily to the increased number of data sources from a wider range of IoT sensors [19]. To consider all the dependencies, we propose a deep transfer learning-based residual neural network (P-ResNet) IDS that can train efficiently using only a small scale of target domain data and understand its impact by ensuring dependability with low computational capabilities. Figure 1 shows the motivation on how the proposed IDS can be applied to the IoT network toward effective attack detection.

\[\text{The proposed method can accurately classify between normal and attack scenarios without any type of failure or undergoing a repair action, which maintains the availability. Moreover, the proposed model increased the scalability properties by including various heterogeneous trusted data sources in the training dataset with maximum consistency that were acquired from a wider range of IoT sensors. Finally, our proposed model improves performance compared to several other existing approaches. The overall accuracy of the proposed detection model is 87\% with low computational complexity. Moreover, the model also greatly improves the precision score of 88\%, the recall score of 86\%, and the f1-score of 86\%, which are higher than the benchmark models. This demonstrates that the proposed detection method is more efficient than others.} \]

Extended analysis and performance evaluation show that the proposed model is robust, more efficient, and has demonstrated better performance, ensuring dependability. The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- In this work, a deep transfer learning-based residual neural network (ResNet) has been proposed for effective intrusion detection. This model effectively detects various cyber threats against heterogeneous IoT networks. Such threats include, denial-of-service (DoS), distributed denial-of-service (DDoS), data injection, man-in-the-middle (MITM), backdoor, password cracking attack (PCA), scanning, cross-site scripting (XSS), and ransomware attack.

- The experiments have been conducted using IoT data generated from heterogeneous sources that include seven IoT sensors. We have observed empirical IoT stream data to identify the best features in the context of supervised learning for speeding up training and improving performance metrics while ensuring its dependability.

- Finally, comprehensive experimental performance analyses have been conducted considering various deep learning and deep transfer learning algorithms. Extensive analysis and performance evaluation show that the proposed model is more dependable and outperforms others.

The rest of this research paper is organized as follows. First, Section II discusses the background and related works. In Section III, we present the details of our proposed methodology. Section IV presents a detailed description of the dataset and the training process of the selected models. Furthermore, evaluation and experimental results analysis of the methods are discussed in Section V. Finally, the summary and possible future research directions are given in Section VI.

### II. Related Work

While investigating the most recent relevant works, we found several works that overlap similar motivations differently. The following discussion illustrates those works before we demonstrate our proposed methodology.

Deep transfer learning is a solution that can reuse existing knowledge from the previously trained model and achieve better intrusion detection performance than other models [14]. The transfer learning model proposed by Zadrozny et al. [20] for intrusion detection, shows more efficient performance in both labeled and unlabeled data. Dai et al. [21] also proposed a transfer learning model called TrAdaBoost. This model allows knowledge to be efficiently transferred from the old trained data to construct a more efficient classification model for the new validation data. Raina et al. [22] proposed a transfer learning model that builds an informative model on existing knowledge before validating a particular new task. Gou et al. [23] proposed a novel transfer learning algorithm to detect different cyber-attacks on large-scale IoT ecosystems. The experimental analysis shows that the detection accuracy of the proposed model for different types of cyber-attacks has been comprehensively improved.

Furthermore, Li et al. [14] proposed a transfer learning approach for intrusion detection of different types of attacks...
on the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). The experimental analysis shows that the model has greatly improved the detection accuracy rate by 23%. Xu et al. [24] proposed an intrusion detection approach based on deep learning and transfer learning. Here, transfer learning is initiated to enhance the efficiency and adaptability of the model. The experimental analysis shows that the proposed model is more efficient and robust than other methods and performs better in detecting and classifying new cyber-attacks more effectively. In addition, a real-time, dependable method for human activity classification based on transfer learning has been proposed by Wan et al. [25]. The experimental analysis shows that the proposed method outperforms others. Recently, Jiang et al. [26] proposed a dependable deep learning-based model design for IoT load identification in smart grid. The experimental results demonstrate the good generalization performance and superiority for NILMI in IoT load monitoring systems. However, further analyses are necessary to investigate the performance of new complex types of cyber-attacks in various categories. A summary of all the existing literature that overlap similar motivations differently is given in Table I. The literature is organized according to detection category, model accuracy, proposed methodology, validation strategy, and dependability performance analysis of the proposed model.

To get the optimal performance of existing transfer-learning models and maintain the knowledge transfer process in realistic models for heterogeneous IoT ecosystems, the deep computational intelligence system has recently been applied in transfer-learning [27]. So, the existing transfer learning solutions for intrusion detection still require a small amount of labeled data for model updates in heterogeneous IoT applications, ensuring dependability. A new-generation labeled TONIoT_Telemetry_Dataset of IoT devices for data-driven IDS was proposed by Alsaeedi et al. [6], which is more suitable for applying deep transfer learning models. The deep transfer learning approach shows better performances in time series classification than other models [24]. Because of the original situation of heterogeneous IoT applications, this paper has comprehensively improved the existing transfer learning model to ensure its dependability for detecting various complex types of cyber-attacks.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

This section presents our proposed dependable IDS model of a deep transfer learning-based residual neural network (P-ResNet). We first introduce the problem statement. Next, we thoroughly explain the structure of the proposed model and how we adapted the model for the DTL process.

A. Problem Statement

Six key motivations studied inspired this research paper. First, most proposed IDSs focus on detecting a limited number of cyber-attacks [1]. In this case, our proposed model’s target is to identify and classify a wide range of cyber-attacks efficiently (e.g., DoS, data injection, MITM, backdoor, PCA, scanning, and ransomware). Such attacks are significantly more challenging to detect at low computational complexity.

There is limited device profiling in the existing research [14]. Therefore, this paper considers the behavior of seven different IoT devices (e.g., fridge, GPS tracker, motion light, garage door, modbus, thermostat, and weather sensor) to increase the integrity properties of our proposed DTL-based P-ResNet model.

Furthermore, most proposed IDSs did not consider automatic attack type classification and dependability [6]. However, our proposed DTL-based P-ResNet model can automatically detect different attacks and efficiently classify different attack scenarios while ensuring dependability.

Most importantly, the existing TML and DL-based IDSs have apparent advantages in detecting various cyber-attacks [28]. However, these models require a large amount of training data, and the size of training datasets affects the accuracy of the model when the training data is insufficient, as has been confirmed by the subsequent experiment [15]. As a result, the TML and DL models need sufficient training data, and it is challenging to train an efficient IDS model only depending on a small-scale of target domain data.

Moreover, IoT-based applications typically consist of lightweight communication protocols with limited computational power and storage capacity [8]. However, traditional security mechanisms require high computational capabilities [15]. As a result, these conventional security mechanisms cannot be directly deployed for IoT-based applications due to their heterogeneous nature and characteristics (e.g., less scalability, inefficiency) [2], [8]. Furthermore, as IoT applications operate inside the network, traditional security mechanisms seem to be insufficient because of their features, which only identify external attacks [10]. Because of the overwhelming rise of IoT threats and vulnerabilities, traditional security mechanisms have already shown their inadequate strength to fight against targeted attacks, and associated anomalies [11]. As a result, the potential threats to the heterogeneous IoT ecosystem are constantly emerging and changing, and the exact nature of these threats is unknown.

To address the last two dependencies of the TML and DL models, we propose a dependable deep transfer learning-based residual neural network (P-ResNet) IDS that can train efficiently using only a small scale of target domain data and understand its impact with low computational capabilities. The proposed P-ResNet model significantly enhances the performance of neural networks with more layers. Generally, our proposed model tries to tackle those dependencies by directly bypassing the input data to the output layer, allowing the output layer to access the raw data. Therefore, we transfer the knowledge in source domain data to the target domain through the proposed P-ResNet model and combine the target domain data with the same model to construct an efficient and dependable IDS for the target domain to improve the detection accuracy for any heterogeneous IoT ecosystem.

Finally, most of the previously proposed IDSs didn’t consider dependability performance analysis [4]. In this case, we have analyzed the dependability performance to ensure the availability, efficiency, and scalability features of our proposed deep transfer learning-based P-ResNet IDS model.
TABLE I
Overview of recent research on IDSs for IoT applications. "C" indicates that the topic is covered, "N" indicates that the topic is not covered and "P" indicates that the topic is partially covered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Detection Category</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Proposed Methodology</th>
<th>Validation Strategy</th>
<th>Dependability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>Learning and Evaluating Classifiers</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Analytical and Experimental</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Efficiently Transferred Trained-data</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Theoretically and Empirically</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Distributed Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Empirical (6 Devices) 4 Categories</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Device Load Monitoring System</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Decision-Making in CPSs</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Model-based In-network</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
<td>&gt;85%</td>
<td>Deep Transfer Learning</td>
<td>Empirical (7 Devices) 9 Categories</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. ResNet with Deep Transfer Learning

Deep neural network (DNN) depth is an essential aspect of model performance [14], [27]. More complex features may be extracted by a DNN algorithm with more layers [24]. As a result, deeper DNNs may theoretically result in better performance. If the number of DNN layers increases, the degradation problem causes the DNN algorithms’ to become more saturated [6]. The deep residual network (ResNet) tries to tackle this problem by directly bypassing the input data to the output layer, allowing the output layer to access the raw data. Our proposed P-ResNet model consists of multiple residual blocks, each of which may be defined as: $U(x) = V(x) + x$, where x denotes the input data, $V(x)$ denotes the identity residuals mapping function, and $U(x)$ denotes the mapped solution function.

Deep transfer learning is a supervised machine learning technique that uses a small-scale dataset to apply a pre-trained model [24]. The definition of deep transfer learning has been given in terms of source and target domains. A labeled domain IoT dataset $D$ consists of data instances $X$ and a label $Y$. A task $T$ is defined as the connection of label $Y$ with a prediction function $f$ to be learned from the labeled domain data. The source domain and target domain datasets are denoted by $D_s = (X_s, Y_s)$ and $D_t = (X_t, Y_t)$, while the source tasks and target tasks are denoted by $T_s = (Y_s, f_s)$ and $T_t = (Y_t, f_t)$, respectively. We assume that $T_s$ and $T_t$ which represent the ubiquitous computing issue to be solved and the corresponding labeled dataset, are accessible.

**Source Domain:** The domain where the initial model is located. The source domain data ($D_s : (X_s, Y_s)$) is the combination of $(X_{s1}, Y_{s1}), (X_{s2}, Y_{s2}), \ldots, (X_{sn}, Y_{sn})$, in which the class of the source domain ($Y_s$) is 0, and 1, where the normal and attack scenarios are represented by 1 and 0, respectively.

**Target Domain:** The domain has a new type of attack. The target domain data ($D_t : (X_t, Y_t)$) is the combination of $(X_{t1}, Y_{t1}), (X_{t2}, Y_{t2}), \ldots, (X_{tm}, Y_{tm})$, in which the class of target domain ($Y_t$) is 0 and 1, where the normal scenario is represented by 1 and the attack scenario is represented by 0.

The number of source and target domain data is represented by $n$ and $m$, respectively. Furthermore, the source domain label ($Y_s$) and the target domain label ($Y_t$) contain only “normal” and “attack data, but attackers in the source domain and target domain may be different. Although the source domain label ($Y_s$) and the target domain label ($Y_t$) have the same feature space, their performance in specific features is different. To measure the difference between the source domain and the target domain, we have used the following formula (1), which is called Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [12].

$$\text{Dist}(X_s, X_t) = \left\| \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} \phi(x_i) - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=0}^{m} \phi(x'_i) \right\|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

We propose a deep transfer learning method that transfers DNN weights learned on different attack classification problems on $D_s$ to another DNN trained to solve $T_t$ on $D_t$. Our proposed method in Figure 3 belongs to the category of inductive transfers since the source tasks and target tasks are distinct ($T_s \neq T_t$). The steps are as follows:

- **Definition of source domain $D_s$ and source task $T_s$:** $X_s$ is firstly built by considering $M_s$ multiple channel IoT datasets (e.g. modbus, motion, light, weather sensor etc.). Each $M_s$ sequence in the $n^{th}$ dataset ($1 \leq n \leq M_s$) is decomposed into single channels, each of which is divided into different segments $S$ of length $L$ using a sliding window approach. All the segments are combined to form the source dataset $X_s$, which is defined by the following formula (2):

$$X_s = \bigcup_{n=1}^{M_s} \left\{ x_i^{(n)} \in \mathbb{R}^L \mid (1 \leq i \leq S_n) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, $x_i^{(n)}$ refers to the $i^{th}$ segment of the $n^{th}$ source dataset $X_s$, and $S_n$ refers to the total number of segments obtained from the $n^{th}$ source dataset $X_s$. That is to say, $X_s$ is the union of all segments $S$ extracted from the multiple channel $M_s$ source datasets $X_s$. The source task $T_s$ is defined as the classification of different attacks on the source domain $D_s$. Source labels $Y_s$ are defined by the following formula (3):

$$Y_s = \bigcup_{j=1}^{M_s} \left\{ y_i^{(n)} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, C_s\} \mid (1 \leq i \leq S_n) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here, $C_s$ is the number of classes of the source domain (e.g., normal and attack), and $y_i^{(n)}$ indicates the label of $x_i^{(n)}$. Furthermore, $f_s$ is the source prediction function which attributes each $x_i^{(n)}$ to its corresponding label $y_i^{(n)}$, whether normal or attack.

- **Learning of source prediction function $f_s$:** A single-channel DNN is used to learn the source prediction function $f_s$. The function $f_s$ is trained on $X_s$ to map example segments $X_s$ into the corresponding labels $Y_s$. The optimization of $f_s$ is performed using the following formula (4):

$$\min_{f_s} \sum_{i=1}^{S_n} L_{\text{ce}}(y_i^{(n)}, f_s(x_i^{(n)}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $L_{\text{ce}}$ is the cross-entropy loss function $L_{\text{ce}}(y_i^{(n)}, f_s(x_i^{(n)}))$, which measures how far $y_i^{(n)}$, the ground truth label of $x_i^{(n)}$, is from the predicted label $f_s(x_i^{(n)})$.
function \( f_s \). For the single-channel DNN architecture, a batch normalization layer used to perform a regularization on the segments in the source dataset \( X_s \) to address the issue of the heterogeneity of the source data. Assuming the single-channel DNN contains \( H \in \mathbb{N}^* \) hidden layers, we denote the weight matrix and bias vector of the \( j^{th} \) layer \((1 \leq j \leq H)\) as \( W_j \) and \( B_j \), respectively. Finally, a softmax layer with \( C \) neurons is added, with each neuron of the layer outputting a value that estimates of probability to its corresponding class. This way, the single-channel DNN can classify the segments of source dataset \( X_s \) using the source labels \( Y_s \).

- **Initialization of a multi-channel DNN:** A multi-channel DNN is defined to learn the target prediction function \( f_t \). It is trained using target dataset \( X_t \) which contains multi-channel segments \( X_t \in \mathbb{R}^{L \times S_n} \), with \( S_n \) being the number of channels of the target dataset \( X_t \) and target label \( Y_t \) which contains associated labels \( Y \in \{1, 2, ..., C_t\} \) with \( C_t \) being the number of classes of the target problem. For the multi-channel DNN architecture, a batch normalization layer is applied to the segments to perform an operation akin to a standard normalization on the input of the network. The \( S_n \) sensor channels are then separated. The \( k^{th} \) sensor channel \((1 \leq k \leq S_n)\) is processed by an ensemble of hidden layers of the same number and type as the hidden layers of the single DNN. We refer to this ensemble of layers as a branch of the multi-channel DNN. The output of each branch is then concatenated and connected to fully-connected layers. A softmax layer with the target class \( C_t \) neurons is added to output class probabilities for the \( C_t \) target classes.

- **Transfer of weights from single to multi-channel DNN:** The weights \( W_j \) and biases \( B_j \) of the \( H \) hidden layers of the single DNN learned on \( \{D_s, T_s\} \) are transferred to the branches of the multi-channel DNN. In other words, the \( j^{th} \) layer of the \( k^{th} \) branch \((1 \leq j \leq H \) and \( 1 \leq k \leq S_n)\) has its weight and bias matrices \( W_k^{(j)} \) and \( b_k^{(j)} \) initialized as \( W_k \) and \( b_k \), respectively.

- **Learning of target prediction function \( f_t \):** The multi-channel DNN is fine-tuned using \( (X_t, Y_t) \) to learn \( f_t \), which is the predictive function for the target ubiquitous computing problem.

### C. Proposed Architecture

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed model for IDS, which predominantly includes two parts: the first is the model training part, and the second is the intrusion detection part. For the training part, after prepossessing the network data, we applied it to our proposed model.

The most significant parameters of this model have been determined through subsequent empirical experiments. The model with the optimal prediction performance on the training set has been selected as the final intrusion detection model for heterogeneous IoT applications. For the intrusion detection part, we have trained the P-ResNet model with a randomly selected training dataset and validated the model with a validation dataset. The detection performance of the models under the discrete types of parameters is compared. We have also analyzed the dependability performance of our proposed model. Finally, the optimal dependable model has been selected as the final detection model in the field of heterogeneous IoT applications. Table II shows the hyper-parameters of the proposed model.

![Fig. 2. The block diagram of the proposed P-ResNet model](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>THE HYPERPARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyper-parameters</td>
<td>Value/Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Hidden Layers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units in hidden layers</td>
<td>64, 128, 256, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden layer activation function</td>
<td>ReLu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output layer activation function</td>
<td>Softmax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Ada Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss function</td>
<td>Categorical Crossentropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The network architecture of the proposed P-ResNet model is shown in Figure 3. The input of the network is the same shape. There have been four layers in our proposed model without the input layer. The first layer is the combination of 64 filters of kernel length 8, the second layer is the combination of 128 filters of kernel length 8, the third layer is the combination of 256 filters of kernel length 5, and the last layer is the combination of 128 filters of kernel length 3. Each layer is a one-dimensional convolution layer is followed by a **BatchNormalization()** and **Rectified Linear-Unit (ReLU)** activation function, which is called the feature smoothing layer (FSL). FSL has been used to keep the tensors’ shape and smooth the pre-trained tensors to learn features from the new training dataset. After the pre-trained residual blocks (transfer pre-trained knowledge), the FSL has been inserted. The feature extraction layer (FEL) used the first three operations to double the number of channels andatten the feature map into one dimension. The FEL extracted operation-based features and abstracted important information to describe the previous layer, which improves the final fully-connected layer with these abstracted features.
Each block takes the previous block’s outputs as inputs for the current block and performs some non-linearity operations to transform it into a multivariate series whose dimensions are defined by the number of filters in each layer. The fifth layer is the combination of a GlobalAveragePooling1D operation, which takes the input of the previous block and averages each series. This operation drastically reduces the number of parameters in a deep model while enabling the use of a class activation map [2] which allows an interpretation of the learned features. The output of the gap layer is then fed to a softmax classification layer whose number of neurons is equal to the number of classes in the dataset. To reduce the overfitting problem of the proposed model, we have considered various strategies, including data augmentation to the training set, adding Gaussian noise during training time, decreasing the network size, and the EarlyStopping method. Skip connections enable feature re-usability and stabilize training and convergence. Finally, we have deployed a skip connections technique of our proposed model by using a vector addition method. Then the gradient would be multiplied by one and its value, which was maintained in the earlier layers. This enabled us to identify the effect of deep transfer learning.

IV. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have performed all the analyses on a computer with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6800K CPU (3.40GHz) and a GeForce GTX 1080Ti. This section has performed a series of operations on the original combined dataset without changing its properties. Also, we have thoroughly explained the training process and provided an overview of selected models.

A. Dataset Description

The dataset has been generated from various heterogeneous sources, including seven IoT sensors, (e.g., fridge_sensor, GPS_tracker_sensor, motion_light_sensor, garage_door_sensor, modbus_sensor, thermostat_sensor, and weather_sensors). The fridge_sensor measures the fridge_temperature and temperature condition, whether it is high or low, based on a preset threshold value. The GPS_tracker_sensor determines the geographic position, such as latitude and longitude of an object. The motion_light_sensor includes two characteristics, i.e., motion status and light status. The light_status is changed based on the pseudo-random signal generated by the motion_status. The garage_door_sensor observed two-states, door_state and phone_signal. The first is observed when the door is open or closed and the second is where the signal is true or false when receiving the door signal on a phone. The modbus_sensor simulates the functionality of the Modbus devices for communication with each other with the help of some register (e.g., input_register, discrete_register, holding_register, and a coil_over_register). The thermostat_sensor governs the temperature of a physical system by regulating a heating or cooling system, where current_temperature and thermostat_status are the fundamental features. The weather_sensors produce air_temperature, air_pressure, and air_humidity data.

Each IoT dataset has been combined into one CSV file by a Python script. The combined dataset has 22 features, including the label feature. The label feature contains two quantitative values, i.e., 0 and 1, which indicate normal and attack scenarios, respectively. Nine types of cyber-attacks (denial of service (DoS), distributed denial of service (DDoS), data injection, man-in-the-middle (MITM), backdoor, password cracking attack (PCA), scanning, cross-site scripting (XSS), and ransomware) have been considered against the IoT sensors mentioned above. Figure 4(a) shows the statistics of the abnormal dataset with attacks and figure 4(b) shows the class distribution of the combined dataset.

B. Data Preparation

To achieve optimal performance and improve the learning process, it is necessary to clean and prepare the dataset before applying DTL methods. Data preparation is generally done by removing unnecessary features, checking the variation of independent features, converting non-numerical features, removing outliers, and replacing missing values if they exist. The two fundamental steps apply during the data preparation process. The first is data pre-processing, and the second is data transformation step.
1) **Data Pre-processing**: This dataset originates from multiple heterogeneous sources. Due to its vast size, this dataset is highly susceptible to missing and noisy data. This section discusses the essential steps in data pre-processing: data cleaning and data-integration.

- **Data Cleaning**: First, we applied various techniques to remove noise and clean inconsistencies in the dataset. For example, Rosner’s Test for outliers checking, and the *predictive mean matching* method for imputing missing values. Then, to apply DTL models, we have converted the qualitative values into quantitative values. To cite an example, the *door_state* feature in the dataset, which has qualitative values of open and closed, has been converted into 1 and 0. The conversion to quantitative values was performed using a numerical convolution label-encoding library *numconv* [29]. Some features, such as - date, time, and timestamp, have been omitted from feature vectors as they may cause them to overfit the training data. Furthermore, the input data shape has been reshaped into three dimensions to feed the models by applying *numpy.reshape* mechanism with *swapaxes* and *concatenate* methods.

- **Data Integration**: To improve the accuracy and speed of the training and validation processes, the data integration technique helped us reduce and avoid redundancies in the resulting dataset. This dataset originates from multiple heterogeneous sources. So, it is essential to combine all the IoT sensors’ data by redundancy and correlation analysis. This analysis has measured how strongly one feature, i.e., *door_state* implies the other, i.e., *light_status*. Figure 5 shows the correlation between different features. For our analysis, we have evaluated the correlation between all the features using the following *Pearson's product-moment coefficient equation*.

\[
C_{orrelation} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}
\]  

Where \( n \) is the number of tuples, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the respective values in tuple \( i \), and \( \bar{x} \) and \( \bar{y} \) are the respective mean values of \( x \) and \( y \).

2) **Data Transformation**: We applied this processing step to achieve more efficient resulting processes and easily understand the patterns. Some selected features have larger values than others, which leads to incorrect performance, though some models might prefer the large feature values. We have performed these strategies to scale the selected feature values within a range between \([0.0, 1.0]\) without changing the characteristics of the data [30]. As shown in the following equation (5), a technique called *minimum-maximum normalization* has been used to scale the selected feature values within the range.

\[
N_{ormalized \ Value} = \frac{(X - X_{min})}{(X_{max} - X_{min})}
\]  

Where, \( X \) is an original value and \( X_{max} \) and \( X_{min} \) are the maximum and minimum values of the feature, respectively.

![Fig. 5. Correlation visualization](image)

C. **Training Process**

As discussed in the previous section, all the datasets have been converted into a combined dataset by a Python script containing the training and validation data. First of all, we have divided the combined dataset into the training data set (80%) and the test data set (20%) by using the *train_test_split* method of the *scikit_learn* library. The training data set has been used to train the selected models. On the other hand, the test data set has been used to further assess the trained classifier of those models.

![Fig. 6. Overall evaluation process of the selected models](image)

Furthermore, we again split the training data (80% of the
total data) into the new training data (80%) for training the selected model and validation data (20%) for hyperparameters optimization. Proportions of 80% for the training dataset and 20% for the validation dataset have been chosen as suggested in [29]. To avoid the overfitting problem, this splitting ratio has been considered the best ratio between the training and the validation dataset [31]. We want to highlight some DTL models that give better performance than others [2]. We have selected Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN), LeCun Network (LeNet), Inception Network (IncepNet), Multi Channel Deep Convolutional Neural Network (MCDCNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and our proposed Residual Neural Network (P-ResNet). We have also considered DL algorithms because some of their variants have been successfully applied to solve classification tasks related to intrusion detection [12], [32]. Therefore, we have considered Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Neural Network (NN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) algorithms because of their optimal performance. The overall performance of the selected models has been evaluated with a wide range of tested hyperparameters. Figure 6 summarizes the steps involved in evaluating the performances of the selected models.

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

This section discusses the overall performance of the selected models. We incorporated a wide range of analysis scenarios with varying measurement indicators, including accuracy, precision, recall, ROC AUC, and f1-score. We also concentrated on the optimization of the hyper-parameters for improved performance.

A. DL Metrics Analysis

In recent years, DL algorithms have advanced significantly, and some of the variants of DL algorithms have been successfully applied to solve classification tasks related to intrusion detection [12]. Therefore, we considered DL algorithms in this section because of their optimal performance. In this experiment, we considered LSTM, NN, CNN, and RNN. The LSTM and NN models show the highest accuracy score of 0.82. Dramatically, the other performance metrics of these two models are almost similar. Figure 7 shows the performance comparison between selected DL models and the proposed DTL-based P-ResNet model. For the LSTM model, we used three hidden-layers, where the units of hidden layers were 128, 100, and 64, respectively. The tanh is the hidden layer activation function, and Adam is used as an optimizer. Also, sigmoid is used as a network output activation function, and “categorical_crossentropy” is used as a loss function. The RNN and CNN models outperform most TML algorithms, with an accuracy score of 0.87, compared to the others, with an accuracy score of 0.80.

B. DTL Metrics Analysis

In recent years, the progression of deep transfer learning and its great success in different fields mean it has emerged as a potential solution for dependable network intrusion detection [12]. Besides considering the fundamental evaluation criteria, we also incorporated other deep learning evaluation criteria, for example, the numbers of hidden layers, units in the hidden layers, output layer activation functions, loss functions, etc. These criteria helped to calculate and report the classification results effectively. First, we consider the quantitative performance of DTL models. Table III shows the quantitative performance summary of the DTL models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>ROC AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCN</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncepNet</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDCNN</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-ResNet</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed P-ResNet model shows optimal performance compared to the others, with an accuracy score of 0.87, precision score of 0.88, recall score of 0.86, f1-score of 0.86, and ROC AUC score of 0.83. We used four hidden-layers in this model, where ReLu is the hidden layer activation function.
Also, softmax is used as a network output activation function, and “categorical_crossentropy” is used as a loss function along with the Adam optimizer. Figure 8 shows the accuracy score of every single epoch for both the training and validation phases of the selected models. Considering epoch numbers 170 to 200 for both phases, the flattening characteristics of the curve and accuracy are not increasing literally. Therefore, we have considered 200 epochs for our analysis. The proposed model shows the highest accuracy score in both the training and validation phases, whereas, the MLP model shows the lowest accuracy score during any setting of the epoch number within 1 to 200. The proposed model’s accuracy increases rapidly at epoch number 60, reaching a peak of close to 0.87 at epoch number 169. However, as shown in Figure 9, it remains almost stable up to the early stopping checkpoint.

![Fig. 8. DTL algorithms’ training and validation accuracy](image)

In detail, according to Figure 8, the accuracy of the MLP model starts around 0.67 for the training phase and 0.63 for the validation phase in epoch number 10. However, it increased dramatically to around 0.78 in epoch number 65 and 0.74 in epoch number 140 for the training and validation phases, respectively. However, for the training phase, the accuracy score (0.78) remains stable in epoch number 66 to 200.

![Fig. 9. Training and validation accuracy of proposed model](image)

On the other hand, for the validation phase, the accuracy score remains stable between epoch numbers 141 and 200. As shown in Figure 8, the training and validation accuracy of CNN, IncepNet, LeNet, and MCDCNN models remains steady between epochs 1 and 200. The accuracy of LSTM and FCN models starts with a score of 0.82. However, this score rises gradually with the increase of the epoch number and reaches approximately 0.86 when the epoch number is 160 and then remains stable between epoch numbers 161 and 200 for both phases. The remarkable point is that the behavior of the training phase is almost identical to the validation phase. To better understand our proposed model Figure 9 shows the trend of the accuracy score of both phases. The proposed model’s accuracy increases rapidly at epoch number 60, reaching a peak of close to 0.87 at epoch number 169. However, as shown in Figure 9, it remains almost stable up to the early stopping checkpoint.

![Fig. 10. DTL algorithms’ training and validation loss](image)

Next, we analyzed the losses of each model. The training and validation losses of every epoch are shown in Figure 10. The MLP model shows the highest losses in the training and validation phases. The highest loss of this model indicates that the model cannot provide a reliable classification between normal and attack scenarios. On the other hand, our proposed model shows the lowest loss for any epoch setting within 1 to 200. In detail, the loss of the proposed model starts around 0.41 for the training phase and 0.42 for the validation phase, as shown in Figure 11. However, it decreases to 0.27 for the epoch number 140 and 0.28 when the number is 145 for the training and validation phases, respectively. The loss score (0.27) remains stable between epoch number 141 and the early stopping checkpoint, which has been indicated by the red circle in Figure 11. The losses of the CNN, IncepNet, LeNet, and MCDCNN models remain almost steady during both the training and validation phases, between epochs 1 and 200, which is shown in Figure 10. The loss of the LSTM and FCN models is almost 0.42 at the beginning, which declines gradually to approximately 0.31 at epoch number 140 and remains stable for both phases.

![Fig. 11. Training and validation loss of proposed model](image)

During a concept drift scenario, the learning model drifts,
which can be understood as changes in the relationship between the input and target output. In an IDS setup, their are significant challenges arising from the ‘concept drift’, especially in the context of streaming IoT data, where the dataset may not always be static but rather an evolving and moving target for detection. Authors in [33] highlight a set of open challenges faced by the modern ML-based IDS technologies and emphasize adopting concept drift within the solution framework. Gama et al. [34] highlight that transfer learning between the different contexts can be a promising solution to deal with the ‘concept drift’ challenges. McKay et al. [35] recently implemented an online transfer learning-based solution for concept drifting data streams. Hence, with confidence, we can argue that the proposed transfer learning-based solution has the potential to deal with concept drifting contexts, which we have scoped for future work.

C. Performance Analysis on Training and Testing Time

The training time, testing time, and number of parameters were also calculated for each DL and DTL model. Table IV compares the total parameters, training time, and testing time for each model. In terms of the DL models, NN requires 2,660 seconds for a total of 50,985 trainable parameters, which is less testing time and a lower number of parameters than other DL models. Moreover, the NN model can be explained as other DL models were lazy learners who used the training phase to store the data and then used the data during the test phase to make a prediction, which makes the testing phase slower, though the number of parameters (trainable) was slightly increasing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>Training Time (s)</th>
<th>Testing Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>50,985</td>
<td>3242.180</td>
<td>2.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>59,205</td>
<td>3258.245</td>
<td>3.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>56,086</td>
<td>2763.788</td>
<td>2.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>66,689</td>
<td>25921.078</td>
<td>5.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN</td>
<td>265,986</td>
<td>46756.338</td>
<td>7.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet</td>
<td>260,052</td>
<td>38936.911</td>
<td>5.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncepNet</td>
<td>233,074</td>
<td>36657.213</td>
<td>4.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDCNN</td>
<td>522,998</td>
<td>34198.530</td>
<td>3.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>202,686</td>
<td>38936.911</td>
<td>5.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>385,538</td>
<td>44859.869</td>
<td>7.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>513,002</td>
<td>27065.069</td>
<td>3.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-ResNet</td>
<td>506,818</td>
<td>24401.586</td>
<td>3.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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D. Dependability Performance Analysis

In this section, we explored the dependability performance analysis of our proposed model. Dependability performance analysis includes availability, efficiency, and scalability features [4]. We consider various strategies to select features and then perform our proposed model to accurately classify normal and attack scenarios without any type of failure or undergoing a repair action, which maintains the availability of our proposed model. Moreover, extensive analysis and performance evaluation (e.g., accuracy, precision, ROC AUC, etc.) show that the proposed model is more efficient and demonstrates better performance than several other existing approaches with low computational loss. Figure 12 shows the efficiency and computational loss of the proposed model.

Finally, we observed an increase in the scalability properties of our proposed model by including various heterogeneous trusted data sources in the training dataset with maximum consistency that were acquired from a wider range of IoT sensors. As a result, our proposed model’s accuracy remained almost the same when we increased the epoch number from 125 to 200, indicating its scalability. Figure 13 shows the scalability performance of the proposed model.
In this paper, we proposed a deep transfer learning-based dependable intrusion detection model along with improved performance in comparison to several other existing approaches. The overall accuracy of the proposed detection model is 87%, ensuring dependability and low time complexity. Moreover, the model also greatly improves the precision score of 88%, the recall score of 86%, and the f1-score of 86%, which are higher than the benchmark models. This demonstrates that the proposed P-ResNet model can effectively classify attack instances within various heterogeneous IoT networks, ensuring its dependability. Moreover, the proposed model has proven its potential to efficiently exhibit anomalous data identification to protect Industry 4.0 manufacturing and other critical infrastructures where dependable IoT-enabled automation and secure data processing are the main challenges. More precisely, our proposed mechanism provides a guideline for future research of dependable intrusion detection for IoT networks. In the future, we will concentrate on many IoT sensors and optimize the hyper-parameters of the proposed deep transfer learning for improved performance. We will also try to implement this proposed deep learning model based on privacy-preserving decentralized devices or servers.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a deep transfer learning-based dependable intrusion detection model along with improved performance in comparison to several other existing approaches. The overall accuracy of the proposed detection model is 87%, ensuring dependability and low time complexity. Moreover, the model also greatly improves the precision score of 88%, the recall score of 86%, and the f1-score of 86%, which are higher than the benchmark models. This demonstrates that the proposed P-ResNet model can effectively classify attack instances within various heterogeneous IoT networks, ensuring its dependability. Moreover, the proposed model has proven its potential to efficiently exhibit anomalous data identification to protect Industry 4.0 manufacturing and other critical infrastructures where dependable IoT-enabled automation and secure data processing are the main challenges. More precisely, our proposed mechanism provides a guideline for future research of dependable intrusion detection for IoT networks. In the future, we will concentrate on many IoT sensors and optimize the hyper-parameters of the proposed deep transfer learning for improved performance. We will also try to implement this proposed deep learning model based on privacy-preserving decentralized devices or servers.
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